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Power on

Connect power
1. Put the power supply into the jack
2. Connect one head of the USB into power supply, and the other into the Micro USB interface of CX-1.
3. The C77 can begin to work normally and the LED light will flash once after finishing the above actions.
4. Wait until the C77 totally powered on, the TV screen will show the primary desktop (see below picture)
If it does not work, please refer to "common problem"

**Outer connection equipment**

**Connect television**

1. Put the C77HDMI plug into the TV's HDMI jack. Or use the HDMI wire to connect the TV and CX-1.

2. Turn on TV, find the TV programme menu with the monitor and select the corresponding HDMI of the "signal origin". (refer to the TV instruction for the detailed information)

**Connect mouse**

1. The mouse is used to control CX-1. It is the same usage as it is used with a computer. An ordinary wired mouse is enough.

2. A standard 2.4G wireless mouse is OK. Connecting the mouse with C77USB.

*Note:* After normally power on, click the mouse once on the left (not twice) to run the programme or select on the menu.

**Use**

**Connect internet**

C77 is equipped with Wi-Fi. It is can be connected to the Internet through Wi-Fi. For the first use, set the Wi-Fi wireless net.

1. Click "Setting" once.

2. In the menu ‘Setting-> Wi-Fi’, select Wi-Fi, choose Wi-Fi router name,
3. After keying in the code (if there is), select "Connection" to finish connection. The Wi-Fi icon will appear after finishing all the actions.

**Fix resolution of the screen**

If the HDMI output of TV screen is not complete, entering "Display-output settings" and fix the resolution of the screen by mouse. Entering "output settings-Resolution", and set it as automatic selection.
Copy files (connect with the computer)

1. Insert the C77USB wire into computer USB, wait it to power on.

2. Click the mouse on the right below corner of the screen, then the menu appears, click the items in the red circle.
3. After the below desktop appears, click the button in the red circle.

4. In the computer, wait for the driver (like U flash) appears. The usage is the same as U flash.

**Install and delete the apps**

**Install the apps:**

1. Click the right above corner, the installed apps will appear.
2. Choose "electronic market" (or choose to use a different "software market" to choose to install apps.)

3. If it is the first time to run the "electronic market", then it needs to key in the Google email account to be the electronic market account.

**Delete apps:**

1. Running "Setting", the downloaded and installed apps will appear. Click the unloading apps, the apps and its information desktop will appear. Then click "Unloading"
**Update software**

1. Copy the update file into the C77save content. (Note: the update file is named update.zip and its name cannot be changed)

2. Running "Setting", select "About tablet", choose "System update"

3. Enter 'System update', choose 'From NAND Storage'

4. Warning to start to update by reset
5. Enter the update mode. After the scroll bar finished, it will reset, and update finish.

**Common problems:**

1. If the LED is not on, please check the connection of power.

2. If the LED is on without turning on TV or Android desktop, please check the connection of HDMI and check whether the signal origin connects to corresponding HDMI.

3. If the mouse is connected but it is not showed on the screen, please check the connection of the mouse. If it is the 2.4G wireless mouse, please check if it need the correctly installed butterfly (some not standard mouses are not suitable for CX-1, please contact the mouse supplier)

4. If the wireless net is already setted, but you can still not able to connect the net, please check the right below corner whether the icon is totally grey. If the signal is weak, please contact the net supplier.

5. When needing to key in words and no soft keyboard appears, please click the "Keyboard" icon on the right below corner and choose to close the "Physical Keyboard"

6. Some apps are designed specially for cellphone, so they can not completely showed.

7. If some apps can not work, it may be the reason that they are not optimized for Android 4.0